
ACROSS
1 "I've known them for a LONG time"

12 Visibly includes, for short
15 ¯\_(?)_/¯, slightly more formally
16 Part of many punny portmanteaus involving

Angels superstar Ohtani
17 Movement that includes Judy Chicago's

"The Dinner Party"
18 French non-binary pronoun
19 Chain that I [Chris] refused to eat at after

their burgers didn't automatically come with
pancakes as the buns

20 Birth country of NBA players Deandre Ayton
and Buddy Hield

22 "Django" star Franco
23 Talking Heads song that's one letter off

from Ada's favorite band
24 "You tagged me!"
25 Large haunting creature in "Minecraft"
27 Reason for someone being on a software, in

tech speak
30 Oldest child in the Madrigal family, in

"Encanto"
34 Titular guide in the "Simpsons" episode

"The Princess Guide"
35 "Oh! Hello!"
40 "Squee!"
41 British Columbia city with a namesake

dessert bar
42 Trap collection
45 Gobble up or chow down
49 ___-dieu (kneeling desk)
50 RSVP component
53 Main character of Donna Tartt's "The

Goldfinch", a novel I (Chris) made it one (1)
page into before noping out of

54 Coldplay's most recent album, casually
[note from Chris: I refuse to acknowledge
anything allegedly made by Coldplay since
then because it all sucks, with the exception
of "My Universe", and even then that song
would be much better without Coldplay]

57 "Called it!"
58 Address for an hombre, perhaps
59 Ziggurat-esque headgear worn by Devo
61 "Say, man, you got a joint?" "No, not on me,

man." "___ be a lot cooler if you did."
("Dazed and Confused" quote)

62 Place where many mascots look down on
their consumers

63 Like some sex, briefly
64 Album whose cover art is a common tattoo

for Car Seat Headrest fans

DOWN
1 Marrying, maybe, with "up"
2 [nudge, nudge, nudge]
3 "I'm gonna ask you this one time: where is

___?" "Yeah, I'll do you one better: WHO'S
___?" "I'll do YOU one better: WHY is ___?"
("Avengers: Infinity War" quote)

4 Lay an egg?
5 Wang ___ (postrock band from Dalian with

the album "Sweet Home, Go!")
6 Ariana DeBose's role in 2021's "West Side

Story"
7 Egg-laying dinosaur of video games
8 Unfriendly cat, e.g.
9 Not much, as hot sauce

10 Pal of Littlefoot, Ducky, Petrie, and Spike in
"The Land Before Time"

11 Hoda's co-host
12 Show that's the basis of "Puts On

Sunglasses / YEEEEAAAHHH" memes
13 Gives someone a reason to dig their keys

into the side of your pretty little souped-up
four wheel ride, carve their name into your
leather seats, take a Louisville slugger to
both headlights, and slash a hole in all four
tires, perhaps

14 Sun-based equivalents to days on Mars, in
"The Martian"

21 Prominent meme stonk
26 Agency created in November 2001, briefly
27 It runs parallel to the radius
28 Author of "The Interlopers"
29 "I do declare, that is a mouse!"
31 It may make you look red in the face

32 Sushi ___
33 "Ich bin ___ Berliner"
35 "sup?"
36 Joanna Newsom and Lavinia Meijer, for two
37 Pseudoscientific medical system with a

Sanskrit name
38 Popular _ouTube _ovie review _eries from

Adam Johnson, briefly
39 "I'm warning you, that's a bad idea"
43 Singer with *gunshots* *more gunshots*

*click* *cash register noise* the hit song
"Paper Planes"

44 First word of many CAPTCHAs
46 Jainist principle of non-violence
47 Rogue ones?
48 Goodall : chimpanzees :: Galdikas :

orangutans :: ___ : gorillas
50 Common example of the Doppler effect
51 [honey badger meme]
52 1970 song that won the Grammy Award for

Best Rock Song in 1993
54 Manner, metaphorically
55 Ab ovo or de novo
56 Ethically-made unisex clothing line found in

"coverings"
60 Name whose letters are aptly hidden (in

order) in "Donald Fagen"

oh hello! (freestyle) Ada Nicolle + Christopher Adams
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